
 
 

                                                                                  
 

                                                           THE RULES THE WORLD´S COMPETITION  
                                                    MISS - MISTER DEAF WORLD & EUROPE & ASIA  
1).Mr.Josef Uhlíř president, organizer and founde  of the annual  the world competition with the patent -protected name  
Miss - Mister Deaf World  & Europe  & Asia  and of accompanying  World Fashion show, completely changes the rules of 
the world competition and also other organizational matters around World Fashion shows from year 2024. 
 
2).Each winning  Miss  and  Mister Deaf  of their state can participate  the world competition Miss - Mister Deaf World &   
Europe  & Asia only once. From 2024, the winning  Miss and Mister Deaf  of your country will  be able to enter the world  
competition Miss  and Mister Deaf World & Europe & Asia  at the age of  18 to 35 years. Mister Deaf can be the married  
or divorced and Miss Deaf can be married or divorced but they cannot have children. 
 
3).Contestants the  Miss  and  Mister must be deaf or hard hearing least  of the 85%  and must send organizer the world 
competition a medical certificate  of this own hearing disability with the application to the world  competition. Every the 
Miss  and Mister Deaf  must know the sign language  of his country or international  sign language.The wining Miss and 
Mister Deaf  can represent on world competition  only country their nationality, which must be marked in passport or ID. 
Passport or ID must be valid at least another 7 months after arrival at world competition. 
 
4).Country that wants to send winning Miss  or Mister Deaf of their country to the world  competition Miss - Mister Deaf 
World  & Europe & Asia must send  legibly completed application  and all required  and photos and documents on e-mail 
The  organizer  josef@missdeafworld2011-2020.com  by  the date at the latest which  will annually always mentioned in  
the application to world competition Miss - Mister Deaf World  & Europe  & Asia.  

 
5). Contestant of the Miss Deaf  of his state must send  to the world competition along legible completed application four  
high-quality photo no older than 2 months, photo of a figure in a swimsuit, photos figure in formal evening dress and the 
photos portrait facial, and photo of figure in national costume of their country. The Contestant Mister Deaf must send to  
world competition  a legible completed application high-quality photos  no older than 2 months, photos of the figure in a 
swimsuit, and photos figure  in a dark social suit and white shirt and black dress shoes, and the portrait facial, and photo 
of figure in national costume of their country 
 
6). Each contestant Miss and Mister Deaf of their country, that wants to have on competition Miss - Mister Deaf World & 

Europe & Asia 2024  and World Fashion show 2024 total  stay free, meals  3 times  a day and the nonalcoholic drinks the  
and accommodation must respect the rules  of the competition and behave accordingly.If some contestant Miss - Mister  
Deaf during stay  on world competition will violate rules world competition, will be immediately excluded from the world 
competition at its own financial expense. 
 
7). Contestant Miss  and Mister Deaf of their country  who they want to have on the world competition Miss-Mister Deaf 
World & Europe & Asia the stay free must send organizer on e-mail a copy purchased air ticket on the world competition 
no later  40 days before start of world competition  so that he can the organizer competition pay of for all  Miss – Mister¨ 
Deaf of their country who will  send copies  air tickets on world competition the  3 meals a day, and accommodation and 
the non-alcoholic the drinks in hotel where will everyone accommodated 
 
8). After the contestant Miss and Mister Deaf send their copies  air ticket to the organizer's email, the organizer will pays  
for in hotel for stay all Miss and Mister Deaf  of their country  and the organizer immediately  send to everyone Miss and  
Mister Deaf which they must have entry visas the invitation letter  on the world competition in which  the organizer must  
State  in writing  name hotel, including postal  address and telephone number  where  will be  have each Miss and Mister  
Deaf  of their country  on the world  competition Miss - Mister Deaf World  & Europe & Asia  the entire stay from stay the 
organizer world competition free. 
 
9). After  this annually set deadline  for final sending  of applications and all documents and four photos, copies passport  
or I.D.  a copy purchased air ticket  on the world competition no later  40 days before start of world to world competition 
it will  no longer be possible to apply for  a free stay on the world competition  Miss - Mister Deaf World & Europe & Asia. 
 
 
 



 
 

10).The Country that no organize annual competition Miss - Mister Deaf of their country can also send deaf boy and girl 
on the world competition  Miss - Mister Deaf World & Europe & Asia and also they will have total their stay on the world 
competition , accommodation and 3 meals a day and non-alcoholic drinks free. 
 
11). In the event that someone conceals  a tattoo and it is discovered after arriving at the world competition, he may be 
immediately excluded from world competition at his own financial expense. Competing girls and boys can have a tattoo  
but it is necessary to have this tattoo approved by the organizer world competition and send a photo of this tattoo with 
with the application to the world competition on the e-mail organizer world contests. 
 
12).The annual world competition is always  announced well in advance always more how  seven months in advance for 
following year that each holder of the Certificate for the annual world competition Miss - Mister Deaf World & Europe &  
Asia could in advance plan annually the competition Miss and Mister Deaf  of their state so, that they can send annually  
the winning Miss - Mister Deaf of their country to deadline world competition Miss - Mister Deaf World & Europe & Asia  
with total stay free. 
 
13). From year 2024 the annually elected the winning  Miss  and Mister Deaf of their country will receive upon arrival on 
world competition  financial contribution  on air ticket. If they will have the  Miss  and Mister Deaf  of their country upon  
arrival on the world competition purchased an air ticket in a higher price class than Economy then this financial support 
on air ticket cannot be paid out. 

 
14).The annual the winning Miss or Mister Deaf of their country which fly to world competition from European countries  
to receive  a financial contribution on the  air ticket must be the air ticket purchased  only in price economy class and for  
air ticket which will more expensive than  150 EURO, then each winning  Miss  or Mister Deaf her country who will arrive 
from a European state will receive upon arrival at world competition from organizer a financial contribution 50 EURO. 
 
15).The annual the winning Miss or Mister Deaf of their countries who will come on the world competition Miss – Mister  
Deaf World & Europe & Asia from other than European countries receive after arriving at the world competition financial 
contribution on air ticket the amount 150 EURO. Air ticket must be purchased only in economy price class.  

 
16). Deaf and hard of hearing girls can participate in world contests if they have this size:  
The smallest height for girls          160 cm  Maximum chest circumference   98 cm 
Maximum  waist circumference     64 cm waist circumference is measured at the level of the navel.    
Maximum hips circumference        95 cm  hips circumference is measured at the widest  part buttocks.  
           
17). Girls with a height of  over      180 cm  Maximum chest circumference   98 cm 
Maximum waist circumference       66 cm  waist circumference is measured at  the level of the navel. 
Maximum hips circumference         97 cm circumference of hips is measured at the widest part buttocks¨ 
Winning Mister Deaf of their country must have height 165 cm and more and maximum chest circumference 110 cm 
 
18).Of each contestant Miss and Mister Deaf of their country will attach their signature as agree to the rule sof the world 
competition Miss - Mister Deaf World & Europe & Asia. 
 
Miss or Mister Deaf contestant’s  signature ………………………………………………….  date………………………………………………. 

 
 Josef Uhlíř founder and president of the world competition Miss – Mister Deaf World & Europe & Asia 
 and accompanying World Fashion shows  Email: josef@missdeafworld2011-2020.com Tel. + 420 777 277 773 
 Access on the Facebook for world competitions : https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100090218169156 
 Access on the world competition Website :  https://www.missdeafworld2011-2020.com 

 
       Organizer the world competition Miss - Mister Deaf Worl & Europe & Asia and World Fashion shows 2024  
       Company MISS – MISTER DEAF  Ltd. ID number  24168475  Senovážné nám 1464/6  110 00 Prague 1 Czech Republic 

                                                       
        

 

https://www.missdeafworld2011-2020.com/


 
 

                                   
 
             
                                      

 

 

  


